
account of the situation there at present. The enormous wood-using 
companies must have timber and must work out the best method of 
financing new crops according to their own resources and policy; 
but the following interesting statement is made: "We are right back 
to the fact that investors will not buy timberlands on today's market 
on the basis of the annual return that can be derived from stum
page". 

Other papers deal with earning capacities and growth rates of 
selected wood-using industries for lhe period 1945-1958; income 
tax problems of forest properties, and how forms of ownership 
can affect taxation; considerations in timberland investments in the 
south-east; and financial management in aclion. 

Though this is an interesting series, there is nothing of particular 
interest to the New Zealand forester or forest manager. Nevertheless 
the principles dealt with are of universal application and one 
extract might be of value, in case of necessity, to convince an 
unyielding bureaucrat of the need for financial flexibility in forestry, 
viz. "While the business of forestry demands long range program
ming in the financial management of our timberland investments, we 
recognise the need for a planned flexibility. Future conditions are 
seldom accurately forecast, and constant readjustment must be 
made to the changing technical and economic climates of our free 
enterprise system, in which we compete for profi';s through superior 
management of all the resources available to us, including that of 
lime". 

-G.C.J . 

SOIL BIOLOGY: WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE 
ANIMAL KINGDOM. By Wilhelm Kuhnelt, Ph.D. Translated 
by Norman Walker. 1961. Faber & Faber. 397 pp., 4 plates, 
77 figs. 455 . 

This book can more easily be criticised than constructively 
reviewed. Ones first quarrel is with the title. The subtitle does little 
to prepare one for the almost complete absence of information on 
the soil flora. "Bilogy of soil animals" would better indicate the 
contents. Again lhe book falls between two stools in being neither 
completely popular nor technical. To quote from the foreword, "In 
the present dissertation, the physiological—ecological mode of treat
ment is selected". It is indeed a dissertation and resembles a series 
of University lectures or, in some places, notes taken from a card 
index system. The translation is excellent in so far as no trace of 
the German idiom or construction remains. For the average forester 
in New Zealand the book would prove too technical and would have 
little appeal. However, this is a reflection upon the forester rather 
than the book. To a student of soil biology, intending to work on 
forest soils, the book provides an excellent introduction to soil 
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zoology and is particularly valuable in that it shows what animals 
may be expected and what methods may be used in studying them. 

Points which become clear while reading are how past work 
has been restricted to very limited areas and soil types, and how 
necessary it is thai, work on forest soils in New Zealand should 
be undertaken. 

To deal in more detail with the 397 pages: there is a foreword, 
a preface and an introduction; in all, accounting for 25 pages. 

Chap. 1 (37 pp.) on methods, gives a very thorough and 
detailed account of how to collect soil animals and evaluate the 
material collected. 
Chap. 2 (131pp.) on soil animals, deals with taxonomic details, 
phyla, orders, etc. This appears at first sight to occupy an unduly 
large proportion of the book. Much of the detail could perhaps 
have been better placed in Chap. 4. 
Chap. 3 (31 pp.) deals with the characteristic properties of 
soil animals in relation to the conditions of their habitat. In 
dealing with water relations there is a curious failure to translate 
lhe continental decimal comma into the decimal point of English 
usage. 
Chap. 4 (60 pp . ) : "Soil organisms as a living community" is 
disappointingly short. Sections deal with: the members of the 
living community and their function, food of soil animals, 
population density, and decomposition of organic matter. There 
are two pages allotted to white and brown rots. It is stated that 
brown rots are caused by bacteria: perhaps the author is not 
strong on mycology. 

Chap. 5 ( l l pp.) deals with soil development and is interesting 
in showing the paucity of soil types on which work has been done. 
Chap. 6 (15 pp.) deals with the significance of organisms in 
maintaining the fertility of the soil. 
Chap. 7 (10 pp.) deals with the origin and geographical distri
bution of soil organisms. 
Chap. 8 (7 pp.) Conclusion: points to gaps in our knowledge. 
The bibliography of 55 pages would prove useful to a serious 

student of the subject. Well over IOOO references are given. There 
is no general index; but an index to over 650 species is given, and 
a most useful method is used to indicate the systematic position of 
each species. 

The book would certainly repay any forester who has the time 
and interest to read and study its contents. It serves to show how 
little is really known throughout the world about the important 
subject of who eats who in the soil upon which we live. In this era 
of "cides" for everything the living soil may soon become dead. 
Then it will be too late. 

-G.B.R. 
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